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Joelieve olne 
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NAHW DAY 114-02.06.21 

TO purify 

Joumey of i 
Not Jarr- nothing too 

jarrify 
d Modafx 

HOTX 
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owilth 00 sound a 

normally for the 
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Nomal 

X The Arabs don't 
like to say EEOO 
so they make it EE Light AHached 

Pronoun tolia 

Mafool 
Bihi 

Lightest 



NAHW DAY 114- 02 JUNE 2020 

He didat use to help. He used to help 

uight He would never be one to help 
LHarfJ 7O Tts impossible that he woold help. 

Itwould wt be right for him to help. 

normally meant so that bot 

this combination gives totally new 

meoning J - so that 
J+u6 = never would be 

impossible 

AAL-E-IMRAN: 114 
In Surah Aal-e-Imran, Allah (SwT) talked aboot how Prophet (SAW) 
was almost killed in the batlle of Uhad. 

Romour spread about Prophet SAw) +hat He (SAw) was killed in 
the batle of Uhad. Serenty of dosest Lompanions of Prophet (SAu) uere also killed in the Batile. 94 was a bad ton of events.

Allah (SWT) wOuld never be one to leaye the believers alone 
The tone in the Ayah sounds posiire bot that is not the meaning 
intended here. Rather the meaning here is that Allah (SuT) is never 

gonna leave the believers alone jost chilling, having an casy life He (SwT will pot them through con tinuous trials and difficullies. 



It wouldt be becoming of Allah (swT) to leave the 
believers alone 

Reason:°In the state all of you are in until He(SWT) 
Can separate the fithy from the pure.. 

to infom abt 
some importont 

thing 
E Allah (SWT) would never be One to report to 

you of the Unseen. 

Allah SwT) would never be the One to 
inform yoU of the Unseen 

LE wOUldnrt be suitable for Allah (swT) 0 
inform you of the unseen 

The words beinq qiven to Messen ger (SAW) are enough 
for yoo. Don't act like you con place on 

Allah (SwT) should be telling you 
order on what 



2) 3SL 
This template translates as "X would not be one to ". 

X goes in the first blank. It is usually a proper name. 

Ygoes in the second blank. It is a jl Ji. 

Allah would not be one to punish them while you are among them. 

Tt wooldnrt be becoming /suitable... 


